Clarification:
TENDER NUMBERS: MOICT/SDICT/125/2020-2021 & MOICT/SDICT/126/2020-2021
Supply and delivery of Printer Type 1, As and When Required, for Financial Years 2020/2021
and 2021/2022 & Supply and delivery of Printer Type 3, As and When Required, for
Financial Years 2020/2021 and 2021/2022
The clarification is as follows:

Response to Concerns
The specifications were generic and not targeting any particular model

Speed

Up to 80/40 pages A4/A3 per minute

On high end office machine categories, we said
up to 80 /40, it means speed can be 80 and above,
it was not targeted to particular model, (e.g. a
number of manufacturers have such speeds).
The higher speeds, the more advantageous for
the bidder.

Features

Scan-once-copy-many, electronic sort,
2in1, 4in1, image repeat, page
numbering, cover mode. booklet copy,
interrupt copy, form overlay, margin
shift, auto cassette change, Skip blank
page, ID copy in Program mode

Industry stands on Scan features are quite
common , like scan once and print many ,
printing two pages on one page and 4 page on
one page , image repeat , page number , etc..

Function

Scan to e-mail, Scan to FTP, Scan to
SMB, Scan to USB Host, Scan to box,
Network TWAIN, WIA/WSD scan

Speed min

210 images per minute

Scan features are the normal functions as of
scanning directly to mail from the
Multifunctional Printer , scanning to FTP server/
SMB server/USB /Mail Box , Twain and
Network scanning,
Even other Manufactures have the speed of 210
and above.

The second document had similar considerations

Speed

Up to 82 PPM B&W & 70 Colour A4
Per Minute /Up to 41 PPM B&W 35
Colour A3 Per Miniute

Print
Resolution

1200 * 1200 dpi ( Print) , 600 * 600 dpi
( Scan /Copy )

On Color Categories we said up to 82, which
means any bidder can quote up to 82 or below,
and one A4 size it is calculated half of A3,
which is 41 & 35 respectively.
We have examined KYOCERA and the speed
is 83 ppm
The general resolution is, 600 by 600 dpi,
1200 x 1200 dpi & 4800 x 1200 dpi. Kyocera
Specifications according to brochure is
equivalent to 4,800 dpi × 1,200 dpi,"

Continuous
copying

1 – 9,999,

Features

Scan-once-copy-many, electronic sort,
2in1, 4in1, image repeat, page
numbering, cover mode. booklet copy,
interrupt copy, form overlay, margin
shift, auto cassette change, Skip blank
page, ID copy in Program mode

On the high end heavy duty color or mono
categories, it is industry stand to copy once
max of 9,999, that is almost 10k copies .

Industry stands on Scan features are quite
common , like scan once and print many ,
printing two pages on one page and 4 page on
one page , image repeat , page number , etc..

In conclusion, the sequence of wordings do not give undue advantage on any bidder.

